June 29, 2020
WTCC Core Team meeting
In attendance: ET, Jeremiah G., Nicholas G., Tyler K., Lars K., Jason M., Stephen S., Lois W., Teal W.
•
•

Jason, Stephen, and Dawn moving ahead with Workforce Services. Jason said if all goes well the
team can be officially working two weeks from today.
Moonshot press release planned for 10-11 AM on July 1. Nicholas has created a draft and Lois
has commented. Goal to revise draft before 11 am Tuesday meeting with Renny McKay of
Governor’s office. There was further discussion about how to revise the draft.
ACTION POINT: Nicholas to revise press release draft before early AM tomorrow, with
proposed quotes for Renny, Noah Hull, and Dana Miller Eiland (representing Project Moonshot
leadership team)
ACTION POINT: Press release draft and comments to be posted on #Project Moonshot channel.
Comments well before 11 AM tomorrow.

•

•
•

ACTION POINT: Nicholas to take draft to McKay for approval of comment. Lois to contact Noah
Hull about possible quote.
Plans for Renny McKay call tomorrow morning. Decided to invite Stephen, Jason, and Dawn. ET
suggested followup on the mapping, telling Renny about press release, and asking any further
response to Moonshot Project testing plan.
Meetings to be set once Dawn is on board: Volunteer coordination and website upgrades.
There was continuing discussion about WTCC’s identity with regard to politicization of testing,
masks, etc. There was strong support for the idea that WTCC’s role is not in general as an
advocacy group, but that it exists to provide data, solutions, and products such as PPEs and
maps as required. Lars suggested that in the case of masks, our advocacy would not change
opinions anyway. Others discussed the possibility that, in some cases, data may lead to
conclusions that we may want to advocate in the future.
Next meeting: Wednesday July 1, 6 PM

